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Mr. GEORGE A. BOUHE, Apartment "0",.4740 Homer, was 
reinterviewed at his resi - 

Mr. BOUHE advised that he recalls atten ding. a party 
during December, 1962 at the ho he of Mr. and Mrs. De GOLAN P., FORD, 
1L057~ Brookerest, Dallas, Texas, which was also attended by 
LEE HARVEY OSHALD and OSWALD's wife, MARINA 

Mr, BOUHE advised that he did not personally feel that. 
OSWALD was a Russian Agent, nor did he feel that any of the 
Other Russian-speaking guests at this party felt that OST: ALD 
was a Russian Agent, but they felt that OSYALD was "orazy" 
Hr, BOUH® said that the other Russian~spe eaking guests were 
suspicious of OSWALD. because the Russians let OSUALD!'s wife 
come out of Russia with him so easily. Mr.. BOUME said that 
these people are suspicious because they have been in the U.S. 
for about ten to twelve years and have lived under a “police 
state” condition both in Nazi Germany and previously to that 
in the Soviet Union. Some of these people had indicated that. 
it had taken long periods of time to pave Wives and relatives 
released to join them in the U.S. 

3 ed that he did not, and to the best 
of nis knowledge, no tne. other Russian- presciag members: - 
wno attended this par oe specific reason for feeling 
that LEE HARVEY OST AID 1 as a Russian Agent. 
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Mr. BOUHE advised that he recalls that the following 
individuals who are Russian imntgrants attended this party, but 
he believes all have been previously interviewed by he FBI 
regarding LEE HARVEY OSWALD: 

i - 

Mrs. ANNA MELLER eS eee i 
59303 LaVista “ed 
Dallas y Texas : | 
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Mes. DeCLAN P. FO 
14057 Brookerest, 
Dallas, Texas 

aa Piana BIGG _ 
address unrecalled - Houston, Texas 
c/o Dr. DANIEL JACKSON, 
610 Medical Towers 
Houston, Texas 

Mes. LYDIA DYMITRUK 
3502 Kent 
Fort Worth, 
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